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Dear Educator:
Clear Thinking and Writing is a guide to thinking and writing with clarity. It provides the
foundation students need to think and write in a logical way.
Here is what is covered in the book:
• Part One focuses on the two basic steps in clear thinking and effective writing: making a
point and supporting that point. When students understand the difference between point
and support, they have the groundwork they need to think and write clearly. Part One also
explains and illustrates the steps in the process of writing both paragraphs and essays.
• Part Two introduces and provides practice in common writing patterns. In addition,
students will learn how to research a topic. They will also be given a wide range of writing
assignments to apply what they've learned.
• Part Three features a complete grammar and punctuation handbook. Most handbook
chapters begin with a short review to determine if students need to work on a particular
skill. If they do, the chapter will teach them what they need to know and provide activities
and tests so they can learn in the best possible way—through doing.
Clear Thinking and Writing, 2/e, is also available as a digital program. Included in an
electronic package called English Plus, the book’s digital offerings feature an ebook,
assessments, exercises, tests, critical thinking activities, and writing assignments. Whether
you choose the printed or digital materials, Clear Thinking and Writing, 2/e, presents clear
explanations, a friendly tone, and lively examples and practice materials. The goal is to help
students learn to think clearly and to master writing skills in a quick and appealing way.
I encourage you to visit our Learning Center or our YouTube channel to watch the FREE
introductory video for Clear Thinking and Writing, 2/e. You will find it a valuable resource for
students working to learn the basics of making and supporting a point.
Thank you for your time and attention—and your efforts on behalf of students.

Dr. Judith Nadell
Director, Print and Digital Media
Townsend Press
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The entire book is dedicated to
helping your students think clearly
and write with clarity.
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FEATURES
l Complete ebook of CTW. Students can view their ebook on a tablet, computer, or even a smartphone. They
			 can also annotate, highlight, and mark up ebook pages.
l Twenty-five progressive online tests on the basics of clear thinking. These tests—250 point-support
			 items in all—gradually increase in difficulty, enabling students to systematically strengthen their ability to think
			 clearly and logically.
l Grammar and punctuation exercises. A full menu of digital activities is available for the grammar and
		 punctuation skills found in Part Three of Clear Thinking and Writing. Hundreds of assignments and thousands
		 of items, each with individualized feedback, teach students as they work.
l
		
		
		

Bonus readings. The first five readings include “The Power of Kindness,” “Time to Unplug” (about the replacement
of the printed page with digital devices in today’s world), “The Opioid Crisis in America,” “Extra Large, Please” (about
obesity in America), and “The Fist, the Clay, and the Rock” (about the power of determination). Additional
readings will be available soon.

l Administrative controls. The Learning Center makes managing classes, scheduling assignments, and recording
		 grades easy. Our support staff is ready to answer any questions and can even help set up your classes.
l Bonus ebooks. Copies of our acclaimed English Essentials titles are also included in English Plus.

And a Combined Print-Electronic Option

Clear Thinking and Writing—Bundle
ISBN 978-1-59194-565-9
Net price: $35
Includes the printed book and an access card to the electronic book
and added materials.

A Sample Point-Support Mastery Test

Here is one of the point-support
mastery tests in the book. (In
addition to the tests in the
book, there are 25 online tests
that provide students with
feedback on each answer.)

Sample Writing Assignments
There are more than 100
writing assignments in the
book, often including prompts
and student models so
students will have an idea
of how to proceed. Here is
the opening of one writing
assignment section.

Name_____________________________________________________________ Section_______________________ Date______________________
		

Grade ____________________

Argument in Writing: MASTERY TEST 1
Write an argument paragraph or essay that supports one of the following points:
l Smartphones do (or do not) enhance students’ education.
l Sugary drinks should (or should not) be banned from stores.
l Social networking sites such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and YouTube are

beneficial (or not beneficial) to personal growth.
l Every citizen should (or should not) be required to vote.
l More politicians should (or should not) support reasonable gun controls.
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See a free instructional video in our Learning Center at www.townsendpress.net
or on our YouTube channel. And if you have questions, remember that skilled and friendly
people at Townsend Press are an email or phone call away, ready to provide free guidance
with any aspect of Clear Thinking and Writing, 2/e.
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